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Abstract - These days most of the MNC’s recruit the
students by providing placements. Many MNC’s are facing
the drawback of vocabulary from employees working after
recruiting them. So in order to overcome this limitation we
came up with an idea to overcome this limitation facing by
MNC’s. We add a new round to the placements called essay
writing or paragraph writing with the help of Big data
analysis as the background filter to sort out the best desired
student.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It manages the checking the general event of the word
utilizing map decrease it goes under enormous data
massaging it expels the superfluous one from it. In
mapreduce it takes as key information and yield esteems.
The word tally is useful at situation time to get a coveted
understudy from the paper round For instance: if a writer
needs to compose a base or most extreme measure of words
for an article, exposition, report, story, book, paper, and so
on. Word Counter will make the most of beyond any doubt
its statement achieves a particular stage
STEP1: The word includes operation happens two phases a
mapper stage and a reducer stage. In mapper stage first the
test is tokenized into words then we frame a key esteem
match with these words where the key being simply the
word and esteem '1'.
For instance think about the sentence "tring the telephone
rings"
<tring,1>
<tring,1>
<the,1>
<phone,1>
<rings,1>

STEP2: In the diminish stage the keys are assembled
together and the esteems for comparable keys are included.
 So here there are just a single match of comparative keys
'tring' the values for these keys would be included so the
output key esteem sets would be
<tring,2>
<the,1>
<phone,1>
<rings,1>
In outline the sentence would be part as words and frame
the underlying key esteem combine as this would give the
quantity of event of each word in the info. Along these lines
lessen frames a total stage for keys.
 It includes: Big Data
 It is a problem statement and it has: Hadoop.
It is an open source framework [1]
1. HDFS
2. Mapreduce
Challenges  Velocity
 Variety
 Volume
 Complexity
HDFS: Hadoop distributed file system it is used for storage
Mapreduce: It is used for processing the data. It takes the
words in the form of key value in value out it first divides
the message into words first it applies mapper phase and
after it applies reduce phase.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Technologies used i) HDFS: HDFS is an Apache Software Foundation
venture and a subproject of the Apache Hadoop venture.
Hadoop is perfect for putting away a lot of information,
similar to terabytes and petabytes, and utilizations HDFS as
its stockpiling framework. HDFS gives you a chance to
interface hubs contained inside bunches over which
information records are conveyed. You would then be able
to access and store the information documents as one
consistent record framework. Access to information
documents is taken care of in a spilling way, implying that
applications or orders are executed straightforwardly
utilizing the MapReduce preparing model.
HDFS is blame tolerant and gives high-throughput access to
substantial informational collections. This article
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investigates the essential highlights of HDFS and gives an
abnormal state perspective of the HDFS design.
Outline of HDFS - HDFS has numerous likenesses with
other appropriated document frameworks, yet is distinctive
in a few regards. One recognizable distinction is HDFS's
compose once-perused many models that unwinds
simultaneousness control necessities, improves information
coherency, and empowers high-throughput get to.
Another one of a kind characteristic of HDFS is the
perspective that it is typically better to find handling
rationale close to the information instead of moving the
information to the application space.
HDFS thoroughly confines information keeping in touch
with one essayist at any given moment. Bytes are constantly
added to the finish of a stream, and byte streams are ensured
to be put away in the request composed.
HDFS Objectives - HDFS has numerous objectives. Here
are probably the most outstanding:
 Fault resilience by recognizing issues and applying
speedy, programmed recuperation
 Data get to by means of MapReduce spilling
 Simple and strong coherency display
 Processing rationale near the information, as opposed to
the information near the preparing rationale
 Portability crosswise over heterogeneous product
equipment and working frameworks
 Scalability to dependably store and process a lot of
information
 Economy by circulating information and preparing
crosswise over groups of product PCs
 Efficiency by circulating information and rationale to
process it in parallel on hubs where information is
found
 Reliability via naturally keeping up different duplicates
of information and consequently redeploying handling
rationale in case of disappointments
HDFS gives interfaces to applications to draw them nearer
to where the information is situated, as portrayed in the
accompanying area.
ii) MapReduce: MapReduce is a structure for preparing
parallelizable issues crosswise over expansive datasets
utilizing countless (hubs), on the whole alluded to as a
bunch (if all hubs are on a similar nearby system and utilize
comparative equipment) or a network (if the hubs are shared
crosswise over topographically and authoritatively
conveyed frameworks, and utilize more heterogeneous
equipment). Handling can happen on information put away
either in a file system (unstructured) or in a database
(organized). MapReduce can exploit the region of
information, preparing it close to the place it is put away
with a specific end goal to limit correspondence overhead.
"Map" step: Each specialist hub applies the "guide()"
capacity to the neighborhood information, and composes the
yield to a brief stockpiling. An ace hub guarantees that just a
single duplicate of excess information is prepared.
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"Shuffle" step: Worker hubs redistribute information in
view of the yield keys (delivered by the "guide()" work),
with the end goal that all information having a place with
one key is situated on a similar laborer hub.
"Reduce" step: Worker hubs now process each gathering
of yield information, per key, in parallel.
MapReduce takes into account conveyed preparing of the
guide and diminishment operations. Given that each
mapping operation is free of the others, all maps can be
performed in parallel – however practically speaking this is
constrained by the quantity of autonomous information
sources or potentially the quantity of CPUs close to each
source. So also, an arrangement of 'reducers' can play out
the decrease stage, gave that all yields of the guide
operation that offer a similar key are introduced to a similar
reducer in the meantime, or that the lessening capacity is
cooperative. While this procedure can frequently seem
wasteful contrasted with calculations that are more
consecutive (on the grounds that various instead of one
occasion of the decrease procedure must be run),
MapReduce can be connected to essentially bigger datasets
than "ware" servers can deal with – a vast server homestead
can utilize MapReduce to sort a petabyte of information in
just a couple of hours. The parallelism likewise offers some
plausibility of recuperating from fractional disappointment
of servers or capacity amid the operation: on the off chance
that one mapper or reducer comes up short, the work can be
rescheduled – expecting the info information is as yet
accessible.
Another approach to take a gander at MapReduce is as a 5step parallel and circulated calculation:
1. Prepare the Map() input - the "MapReduce
framework" assigns Map processors, allocates the
information key esteem K1 that every processor would chip
away at, and furnishes that processor with all the
information related with that key esteem.
2. Run the client gave Map() code - Map() is run
precisely once for each K1 key esteem, producing yield
composed by key esteems K2.
3. "Shuffle" the Map yield to the Reduce processors The MapReduce framework assigns Reduce processors,
doles out the K2 key esteem every processor should take a
shot at, and gives that processor all the Map-produced
information related with that key esteem.
4. Run the client gave Reduce() code - Reduce() is run
precisely once for every K2 key esteem delivered by the
Map step.
5. Produce the last yield - The MapReduce framework
gathers all the Reduce yield, and sorts it by K2 to create the
ultimate result.
These five stages can be consistently thought of as running
in arrangement – each progression begins simply after the
past advance is finished – in spite of the fact that by and by
they can be interleaved as long as the last outcome isn't
influenced. As a rule, the info information may as of now be
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disseminated among a wide range of servers, in which case
stage 1 could once in a while be incredibly improved by
doling out Map servers that would procedure the locally
show input information. Likewise, stage 3 could some of the
time be accelerated by allotting Reduce processors that are
as close as conceivable to the Map-produced information
they have to process.
Data Flow: The solidified piece of the MapReduce
structure is a substantial disseminated sort. The problem
areas, which the application characterizes, are:
 An input reader
 A Map function
 A segment function
 A think about function
 A Reduce function
 An output writer Input reader
The info peruser separates the contribution to fitting size
'parts' (practically speaking commonly 64 MB to 128 MB)
and the system relegates one split to each Map work. The
information reader reads information from stable stockpiling
(regularly an appropriated document framework) and
produces key/esteem sets.
A typical illustration will read a catalog loaded with content
documents and restore each line as a record. Map function
The Map work takes a progression of key/esteem sets, forms
each, and creates at least zero yield key/esteem sets. The
info and yield kinds of the guide can be (and regularly are)
unique in relation to each other. On the off chance that the
application is completing a word check, the guide capacity
would break the line into words and yield a key/esteem
combine for each word. Each yield combine would contain
the word as the key and the quantity of occurrences of that
word in the line as the esteem.
Partition function: Each Map work yield is dispensed to a
specific reducer by the application's parcel work for sharing
purposes. The segment work is given the key and the
quantity of reducers and returns the file of the coveted
reducer.
A run of the mill default is to hash the key and utilize the
hash esteem modulo the quantity of reducers. It is critical to
pick a segment work that gives a roughly uniform
conveyance of information per share for stack adjusting
purposes, generally the MapReduce operation can be held
up sitting tight for ease back reducers to complete (i.e. the
reducers appointed the bigger offers of the non-consistently
divided information).
Between the guide and diminish stages, the information are
rearranged (parallel-arranged/traded between hubs) so as to
move the information from the guide hub that created them
to the shard in which they will be lessened. The rearrange
can now and
again take longer than the calculation time
contingent upon arrange transfer speed, CPU speeds,
information created and time taken by outline decrease
calculations.
Comparison function: The contribution for each Reduce is
pulled from the machine where the Map ran and arranged
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utilizing the application's examination work. Reduce
function:
The system calls the application's Reduce work once for
every novel key in the arranged request. The Reduce can
repeat through the qualities that are related with that key and
create at least zero yields.
In the word check case, the Reduce work takes the info
esteems, entireties them and produces a solitary yield of the
word and the last entirety.
Output writer: The Output Writer composes the output of
the Reduce to the steady stockpiling.
Dataset have to be loaded into the cluster: Here we took a
sample data set of 1GB we worked on this by using the
commands we have saved it on the cluster
III. IMPLEMENTATION
Step1: Dataset loaded on to the cluster.
Step2: create jar file Word.jar third_year massage_data.txt
Step3: move jar file on to the cluster Hadoop fs_copy from
local massage_data.txt
Step4: excute jar file Hadoop jar word.jar massagedata.txt
word_op/
Step 4: Code has been implemented and it is saved
IV. RESULT

Figure 2
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V. CONCLUSION
Intended to encourage and improve the handling of
immense measures of information in parallel on
expansive groups of ware equipment in a dependable,
fault- tolerant manner.
Computational handling happens on both
Unstructured data: document framework
Organized data: database.
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